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A visualization of transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain

Just a year or so ago, Bitcoin was weird. The digital “crypto-currency” had become
fairly notorious as a preferred medium of exchange for hackers, outlaws, and the
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most strenuous libertarians. The underlying blockchain technology – a secure,
distributed database requiring no central server or owner – was earning the
curiosity of radicals and visionaries who saw in it the means of re-engineering the
whole social order, of replacing banks and governments with distributed systems

that ordinary people could manage together. Nowadays, however, the weirdness
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seems to be waning, along with the utopian promises. Governments are starting to

Internet craft policies for regulating blockchains, and Goldman Sachs’ research division is
Needs studying them. Many of those same radicals and visionaries have now started
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working for banks.
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Over and over, this is what happens with the most promising new technologies.
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From the telegraph to radio and television, early adopters imagine a coming reign
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of freedom and democracy. But then investors buy in and monopolies rise up,
Next extracting pro�ts above all and suppressing the next generations of innovators, at
System least until the next “disruption.”
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A di�erent online economy is possible. Especially since the onset of the Great
A
Recession, we’re living through a renaissance of solidarity economies in the United
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States and around the world. The �ourishing of farmer’s markets, bene�t
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corporations, credit unions, and fair trade demonstrates the longing for enterprise
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that serves the common good, rather than merely rolling in pro�ts for the few. A
the
bedrock of any solidarity economy is the old idea of cooperativism—sharing
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ownership among those a�ected by an enterprise and governing it democratically.
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“crypto-The tech industry, meanwhile, for all its talk of “sharing” and “democratizing,” has
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become addicted to a business model of massive early investment in exchange for
massive short-term returns. Ordinary users are made to think that the platforms
that they use every day are meant for them, and that they’re free, even as the
personal information they share is sold o� to pay investors. People working in
Amazon’s warehouses, so-called crowd workers assembling a living out of
on-demand fragments of jobs, and Uber’s increasingly precarious drivers are
among those who shoulder the price as they see their rights and protections

evaporate. This is not a bug, it’s the business model.

The tech industry, for all its talk of
“sharing” and “democratizing,” has become
addicted to a business model of massive
early investment in exchange for massive
shortterm returns.
The solidarity economy is creative and energetic, spawning healthy attitudes
toward work and more sustainable forms of �nancing. But this movement, perhaps
because it prioritizes o�ine essentials like sustainable agriculture, local
communities, and alternative energy, has yet to in�ltrate the Internet as it should.
Members of a food cooperative, for instance, may not notice the contradiction
when they keep their �les on Google Drive, process their payments with Square,
and buy ads on Facebook. For now, these kinds of tools can seem unavoidable,
though they need not be. The solidarity economy deserves a solidarity Internet.
This November, we are convening a two-day event at The New School
(http://platformcoop.net/) in New York City about what we call “platform
cooperativism (https://medium.com/@trebors/platform-cooperativism-vs-thesharing-economy-2ea737f1b5ad).” We’re operating on the hunch that many of the
economic challenges we face – wealth inequality, job security, health coverage,
pensions – can’t be addressed adequately without the reorganization of how online
platforms are owned and governed. Platforms are already reorganizing our
economy; let’s reorganize them �rst, putting solidarity at the center.
At the New School, we will be hearing from co-op developers alongside tech CEOs,
city o�cials alongside low-wage workers, labor organizers alongside philosophers.
What was initially supposed to be a small-scale gathering has met an explosion of
interest from around the world. We realized that we are not alone in longing for an

Internet where people share collective ownership, not just cute cat memes, where
people can co-create bonds of solidarity rather than just blindly agreeing to
corporate terms of service. Over the past few months, we have been preparing a
showcase of actually-existing projects that have collective ownership at their core.
We will hear, for instance, from the people behind Stocksy, an artist-owned stockphotography website, and Resonate, a cooperative music streaming platform.
Backfeed, Swarm, and Consensys will show us the potential of the technology that
made Bitcoin possible. We’ll learn about several new platforms that put labor
markets under the control of workers themselves.

We realized that we are not alone in longing
for an Internet where people share
collective ownership, not just cute cat
memes, where people can cocreate bonds
of solidarity rather than just blindly
agreeing to corporate terms of service.
The history of the Internet itself is full of lessons and opportunities that the
solidarity economy can learn from. Projects like Wikipedia and Debian – a variant of
the open source operating system Linux – have established processes for
self-governance online: for collaboration, decision-making, and accountability.
They have shown that people spread across the world can work together. But for
all the Internet has done to spread the spirit of sharing, this has too rarely extended
to where it would matter most – sharing real ownership of platforms. Whoever
owns these platforms will determine how we work, how we connect with each
other, and what becomes of our personal data.
Platform cooperatives are not a simple �x-all solution to all our problems. Already,
they take many kinds of forms, and they raise new challenges in place of the ones

they address. We are certainly not suggesting that technology can single-handedly
democratize society. Rather, we are trying to bring together the existing
cooperative movement, with its valuable o�ine experience, and those in tech
culture who are looking for strategies for expanding ownership and governance
online.

There’s a rich history of o�ine cooperatives to draw from in building a new digital economy.

This may mean rethinking what a cooperative can look like. In an online economy
where the line between users and producers is getting steadily more blurry,
cooperative platforms won’t always sit comfortably within the traditional framework
of cooperatives centered around workers, producers, or consumers. Will a
cooperative social network need to elect a traditional board, or can members make
decisions more dynamically with online polls? Can a platform with global reach
distribute ordinary shares to all of its members, or will it need to rely on
cryptocurrency tokens? Can the right kind of platforms make a �exible, gig-based
career actually more secure and reliable than a 9-to-5 with a single employer?
While extractive online monopolies – from Amazon and Facebook to Taskrabbit
and Uber — have used the Internet’s gray zones to skirt labor law, cooperative
platforms would allow us to invent the future of work on our own terms.

Shopping with Fair Coins, a solidarity-based cryptocurrency

Enabling such enterprises to grow and thrive will be no small feat. Cooperative
businesses require a di�erent kind of ecosystem than what fuels today’s online
monopolies. This means, for instance, forms of �nancing that allow the people
most a�ected by platforms to retain ownership and control, while still reaching
appropriate scale. We’ll need cooperative incubators, cooperative legal clinics, and
federations that coordinate the open-source software development that co-ops
need. Governments will need to enact policies that make it easier for cooperative
enterprises to �ourish in the context of markets stacked against them. Cooperative
platforms will mean di�erent approaches to interface design, to o�ce life, to how
we identify and support entrepreneurs. This is an opportunity, also, to foster a
better kind of tech culture – one that is more inclusive, imaginative, and
accountable than the bro-grammer all-too-accurately lampooned on HBO’s ilicon
Valle.

Cooperative businesses require a different
kind of ecosystem than what fuels today’s
online monopolies.
The same weekend as we convene Platform Cooperativism in New York (entrance
is gratis, the public invited), the Silicon Valley elite will be gathering for O’Reilly
Media’s Next:Economy conference to discuss the future of work. “No company, no
job is immune to disruption,” its website boasts, and for $3,500, you too can attend.
But the future need not emanate from there. The same weekend, in Cincinnati, the
much more modest Union Co-op Symposium
(http://www.cincinnatiunioncoop.org/) will gather those who are organizing to
disrupt the reigning elite with cooperatives. We hope to amplify the growing chorus
seeking real ownership and control over the systems that determine the shape of
our lives. It’s time to bring the solidarity economy online.
Pulihed in cooperation with New conom Week (http://neweconomweek.org/)
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